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2.1 Dynamic Power

Abstract - Today there is no need to explain the necessity
of having low power dissipation devices .To realize this
objective a number of ways have been explored at various
levels of design. At the other end , high demand to have a
greater performance continuously drive the design world to
scale down to a few nanometers .The scaling down process
has the side effect of decreased threshold voltage , which in
turn increases the sub threshold leakage current. There are
various techniques proposed to decrease this sub threshold
leakage current. Sleepy keeper is a method to realize this
even with retaining the output in the sleep state, but it can’t
retain the output in case of disturbances in the input. Here
we introduce a method which can sustain these input
disturbances and retain the output, named as Isolated Sleepy
Keeper Approach.
Key Words: Low power, subthreshold, Leakage, sleep
state; Isolated sleepy keeper;

When there is toggle of zero to one or vice versa
charging and discharging of the parasitic or the external
capacitor happens. This charging and discharging is the
most significant source of dynamic power dissipation
[1].The power dissipated is given by equation 2.It
dependence on the capacitance(C), which most of the times
having a less control by the designers and Frequency (f)
which is dependent on the application .Voltage(V) which a
factor with quadratic contribution is the major design
parameter which has been worked up on.
P= (CV2f)/2

2.2 Short Circuit Power
There is a threshold voltage defined for N-transisitor
(Vtn) and P-transisitor (Vtp).During the voltage switching
operation there exists a time period in which the voltage of
the gates is between these two thresholds, thus switching
on both P and N transistors. By the virtue of CMOS
architecture, when both the transistors are conducting a
conducting path is formed directly from the voltage source
to ground which leads to the power dissipation. This
power depends on the the duration and slope of the gate
input ,I-V curve of the transistor loading capacitances[1]

1. INTRODUCTION
The three parameters on which designers have to work
still remains as area, performance and power in VLSI.
However advent of the device scaling to a few nanometer
level ,had provide a good platform for designer depend
upon, but still power dissipation is an avenue to worked
more and more. That to in a scenario where the
advancement in technology of
battery is very
slow
compared to the CMOS technology.

2.3 Leakage power

In this paper we will first visit the sources of the power
dissipation, followed by study of the earlier proposed
techniques to reduce the subthreshold leakage power and
finally we introduce a new approach to reduce
subthreshold leakage power which can retain the output
states in sleep mode even with input disturbances.

Leakage power is mainly due to the reverse bias P-N
junction current and subthreshold channel conductance
current .Reverse bias current is due to the basic structure
of COMS with P-N junction .Subthreshold power is due the
leakage current below the threshold voltages. The
subthreshold leakage depends on thermal voltage (Vth) ,
and difference of the actual gate voltage(Vgs) and threshold
voltage (Vt).It is also depend on the device fabrication
process [1].

2.SOURCES OF POWER DISSIPATION
There are four components of the power dissipation
depending on the state of which the circuit is operating. The
total power dissipation is given by the equation 1, however the
exact contribution of each component to the overall power
dissipation depend on the application.

PTotal = PDynamic+PShortcitcuit+Pleakage+Pstatic
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(2)

2.4 Static power
By very basic definition of CMOS , the circuit should
not consume any static current .But in some application
where it is more sensible to modify the CMOS architecture
,we have static power dissipation[1].

(1)
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Therefore the methods are the techniques which
attempt to reduce the power dissipation has to minimize
one or a set of the above mentioned components of power.
But the component which has to taken in to consideration
depends on the application. For example our mobile phones
are in sleep mode most of the times , so here it is more
useful to implement a technique which reduce non dynamic
power .In this paper now onward we focus on the
subthresold leakage power .However when we compare on
technique with other we consider the dynamic power ,
number transistors to have a fair comparison.
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3.FEW PREVIOUS APPROACHES
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Fig.1 Base network

Here we are going to study few important techniques to
reduce the non dynamic power dissipation. The base case
has also been revisited to understand the chronological
development of the techniques.

Fig.2 Sleep network

3.3 Zigzag Network
Zigzag approach reduces the overhead of the
transistors by systematically placing the sleep transistors
in an zigzag fashion according to a predefined input[10]
.whenever an output is ‘1’ then a sleep transistors is added
to the pull down network and when an expected output is
0 then the sleep transistor is added in pull up network.
Thus this can’t be a generic architecture and varies as per
the input or output pattern.

3.1 Base Network
In the other words it is the actual CMOS circuit with
pull up and pull down network. It is the most simple form ,
with only circuit elements which handles the logical
operation of the network. This has an advantage of being
consuming less area and simple design but on the other
end this have more power consumption during “sleep
states” that is when the circuit outputs are no more
dependent on the circuit inputs.

3.4 Stack Network
The basic principle applied in case of stack is the reduction
of sub threshold leakage by , reverse leakage current produced
in stack of transistors in off state[8].As show in the figure 4 ,to
form a stack all transistors in the network are split in to two
half size transistors .But it is very evident that this type of
architecture increase the delay significantly. It also doubles the
transistors count, but there is no need of external control signal
which can be a considerable merit.

3.2 Sleep Network
Therefore if somehow we can turn off the power to the
network then we can reduce the subthreshold leakage
currents .This is done by connecting the pull up network to
the Vdd through a P-MOSFET and pull down network to
the ground through a N-MOSFET as shown in the figure 2
.These two MOSFETS are called as sleep transistors and are
controlled by control signal S and notS. When the circuit is
intended to perform logic operations then the sleep
transistors are turned on by S at logical ‘0’ and notS at
logical ‘1’.Altough this approach has a big advantage in
terms of leakage power reduction , it will leave the output
floating[3]. Here we have added two additional transistors
which are responsible for the area and delay overheads.
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Fig.3 Zigzag network
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3.4 Sleepy keeper Network
VOH

S

VOL

Pull
Up

W/L=X/2

As shown in the figure 7, this is achieved by using the
transmission gate .A transmission gate can passes both ‘1’
and ‘0’ in an efficient manner as opposed to the pass
transistor which can pass either ‘1’ or ‘0’.This transmission
gate is driven by the same control signals which are driving
the sleep transistors and that to in the same configuration ,
that is the PMOSFET is controlled by ‘S’ and NMOSFET by
notS. In active mode, S is set to ‘0’ and notS is set to ‘1’ then
whatever the outcome, it is transmitted to the output. In
sleep mode S is set to ‘1’ and notS is set to ‘0’ thus both
transistors of the transmission gate are off and the output is
isolated from the base network. As the gates of the keep
transistors are connected to the output they retain the last
output, which has been calculated just before going in to the
sleep mode. As the output is isolated from the input by the
transmission gates, the disturbance in the input affects the
output to very less extent. Thus even in case of the
disturbances we have a good resolution of the output.
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Fig.4 Stack network

Fig.5 Sleepy keeper
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4. ISOLATED SLEEPY KEEPER
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This type of sleep state can be termed as “Quasi sleep
state”. Due to violent swings the separation of output logic
levels, ‘VOH-VOL’ becomes too small. When we have this
separation too small we can’t read the output and give it as
input to other circuit. Figure 6 depicts the fundamentals of
noise margin Average noise margin NA is given by equation
3. Rearrangement of the equation clearly shows that to
have more noise margin the logical level separation at
output ‘VOH-VOL’ should be as much as possible.
NA =(NMH+NML)/2
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(3)
Fig.7 Isolated sleepy keeper network

= (VOH-VIH+VIL-VOL)/2

5. EXPERIMENT

= [(VOH-VOL)-(VIH-VIL)]/2

To evaluate and compare the Isolated keeper
approach which other,1 bit full adder has been taken as the
circuit of experiment. The circuit has been implemented
with 180nm technology of Taiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing Company (TSMC).Vdd and gate voltage has
been taken as 1 V.

To address the above mentioned two challenges in the
sleep state here we introduce Isolated Sleepy Keeper
Approach. We tried to isolate the output from the network
such that there should no disturbance transfer from base
network to the output during the sleep mode.

|

Vdd

S

The sleepy keeper is good in retaining the output in the
sleep state but whenever there are disturbances from the
input during the sleep state there occur violent swings in
the output.

© 2016, IRJET
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Fig.6 Noise margin fundamentals
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Sleep keeper approach has been introduced to address the
floating output and to retail the output even during the sleep
state [2][3]. The basic idea implemented here is a
complementary of the basic CMOS network approach.
Generally we use a P-MOSFET to connect to the power supply,
and N-MOSFET to the ground, as this is the efficient way.
However N-MOSFET can also be connected to power supply
and P-MOSFET to ground , thus this configuration is used to
retain the output , once it has been calculated in the active
mode .As shown in the figure 4, two transistors are added
parallel to the sleep transistors , these transistors are called keep
transistors. Keep transistors are driven by the output as the gate
is connected to the output.
Vdd
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The simulation are done on Tanner EDA tools .In our
experiment the key factor is and logic level difference of th
output ‘ VOH - VOL’ and implied noise margin, but as it low
power design approach we have compared dynamic power
,and static power .
For static power dissipation the average of two case are
taken , one with both sum and carry ‘1’ and other with sum
and carry ‘0’. For dynamic power dissipation to a worst
case with alternating inputs are taken .Quasi sleep state
noise margin is taken with a worst of two case one with
sum at ‘1’ carry ‘0’ and the other sum at ‘0’ and carry ‘1’. In
all case the pulse width is 10ns.Voltage disturbance is
considered with amplitude 50% to the original input
amplitude, that is 0.5V.VIL is taken as 0.4V and VIH is taken
as 0.6V.

Fig.10 Noise margin (V)

Fig.11 Number of transistors

6. RESULTS

Approach

Dynamic
power(w)

Static
Power(w)

Number of
transistors

Noise
margin(V)

Base case

1.73E-06

4.11E-11

28

-1.200

Sleep

1.52E-06

1.13E-11

32

-0.250

Zigzag

1.49E-06

6.62E-11

30

-0.275

Stack

1.04E-06

1.41E-11

56

-1.200

Sleep keeper
Isolated
Sleepy

1.89E-06

2.14E-11

36

-0.200

1.53E-06

1.30E-09

40

0.250

The results of the above experiment are shown in the below
graphs and summarized in the table at the end.

Table.1 Summary of comparison

7. CONCLUSION
In general when we define static state then we assume
that the input are not varying but in actual that there is
some possibility of disturbances from the input side which
will lead to a disturbance in the output, which we assume to
be stable in case of sleepy keeper approach. This
disturbance creates such a violent swings, that the noise
margin becomes negative which mean that the signal
cannot be recognized any more. As show in the
experimental results the Isolated Keeper is the only method
capable of retaining the output in sleep state even when
there is a disturbance. Although it consumes more power in
static state it has reduced dynamic power.

Fig.8 Static power(W)
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